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ABSTRACTION

In the globalization era like now, the computer growth is very significant. Many software have been developed. The computer game become very popular. There is many type of game, such as strategy, RPG (Role Playing Game), puzzle, and many more. One of the popular game is mummy maze.

At mummy maze game, we are challenged to think where is the best way for the explorer to move without caught by the mummy that walk twice faster than the explorer.

In this game, user can place the explorer, mummy, finish, and wall on the board. Then user can see how computer solve the problem. It use Tree as the data structure and minimax as the algorithm. The tree will make the possible path for the explorer, and the score from minimax algorithm will choose one best path that possible.

The concept from the scoring is it is more important to count the distance from explorer to finish first rather than the distance from explorer to mummy. Because the main objective from this game is how to explorer reach the finish, not how to the explorer avoid the mummy. It is true the explorer must calculate the distance from the mummy, but still the distance from explorer to finish is more important. So the score from explorer to finish is bigger than explorer to mummy.
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